For Audiologists & Hearing Aid Providers

Please advise me if my hearing aid(s) have telecoils. If they do, activate and program them for use in a hearing loop. Also, please write instructions for their use on the back of this card. If I don’t have a telecoil(s), can it be retrofitted or is there an accessory remote control/streamer telecoil option?

Program Recommendations

For open RIC fittings: manual T only program
For closed/occluded fittings: manual M +T program in social settings
For closed/occluded fittings: manual T only program for high noise environments like airports or train stations

Verify Mic and T-coil responses match in gain, output and frequency response in user programmed mode (use ANSI-SPLIV test procedure)

Programming questions?

Contact: Juliëtte Sterkens, AuD, jsterkens@hearingloss.org
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I would like to use my telecoil(s) in a hearing loop or with a neckloop and an assistive listening device or system. I would like to use my telecoil(s) in a hearing loop or with a neckloop and an assistive listening device or system. Please write clear instructions on how to use my manually accessible telecoil program. Please write clear instructions on how to use my manually accessible telecoil program. For example: The numbered position of the program, number of beeps or voice prompt, and location of the switch to activate the telecoil. For example: The numbered position of the program, number of beeps or voice prompt, and location of the switch to activate the telecoil.
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